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Driven by the increasing assaults by Israeli occupation soldiers and
settlers against the Palestinian citizens and their property in the Old City
of Hebron, the Legal Unit of Hebron Rehabilitation Committee continues

to issue its statistical annual report on Israeli violations and assaults to
expose Israeli occupation practices and document them.

In addition to its effort to safeguard the rights of the Palestinian citizens
in the Old City of Hebron, the Legal Unit works to make an archive
thatdocuments the assaults and crimes committed by the Israeli
occupation. It hopes that such archive would become a reference for

relevant studies and researches.
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers’ assaults against the Palestinians and their property in the 
Old City of Hebron and its surroundings continue in different ways. These assaults aim to force 
the Palestinians to surrender and abandon their historical houses, commercial stores and farms 
that are close to the settlement outposts in Tal Al-Rmeda, Shuhada’ Street, Al-Sahla Area, Wadi 
Al-Hasin, Al-Baqa, Al-Bwera and others. 

HRC continues its effort to preserve the Old City of Hebron and ensure protection for its citizens 
and properties against such assaults and violations resorting to legal options that yielded several 
achievements and stopped some of these assaults and aggressions. 

In 2017, the Old City of Hebron was subjected to a spate of settlers assaults supported by military 
and political decisions issued by the Israeli occupation government. The Israeli Minister of Army, 
for example, decided in August to form a municipal council for Israeli settlers in the Old City in 
violation of the international and humanitarian resolutions which state that an occupation power is 
prohibited from transferring its citizens to the lands it occupies.  

Pursuant to this decision, Israeli settlers announced that they would  build (31) settlement housing 
units at the lot of the old Bus Stop. They were supported by the “Civil Administration’s” approval of 
this colonial plan. 

The Legal Unit of HRC encountered these colonial plans by filing petitions with Israeli courts to stop 
them.

The success of Palestine to include the Ibrahimi Compound and Old City of Hebron in the World 
Heritage List of UNESCO in July 7, 2017 angered Israeli settlers and Israeli occupation government. 
They stepped up their aggression on the IbrahimiCompound and the heritage and historical sites 
of the Old City as well as the property of its citizens.

Regardless of the patterns of Israeli occupation violations and assaults, HRC shall continue to act 
as the defense shield of the Old City and the Ibrahimi Compound. It shall also continue to expose 
Israeli occupation practices and pursue it legally in local and international chambers.

                                                                                                                   Mr. Emad Hamdan
Director General of HRC

Word by Director General of HRC
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Introduction 
Hebron which is the largest Palestinian city in terms of area and population is still suffering 
the agonies of the Israeli occupation and the unfair system imposed by the Israeli occupation 
government on its citizens, especially in the Old City. They experience severe forms of oppression 
and persecution practiced under illusive security pretexts. The Israeli occupation government 
tightened restrictions on the Palestinians by erecting several military checkpoints, gates and watch 
towers. It issued several military orders, closing roads and stores to force the Palestinians out of 
their homes of the Old City. Its ultimate aim is to enable Israeli settlers to take over Palestinians’ 
homes and properties.  

Israeli occupation continuing aggression against the Palestinians and its violation of the 
international and humanitarian laws and norms aim to change the demographic landscape and 
historical patterns of the Old City. As such, Israel commits severe violations of human rights in 
Palestine as was the case in 2015 and 2016.   

In light of such situation, the existence of the Legal Unit is necessary to challenge Israeli occupation 
practices and violations in legal ways at local and international levels. It is also necessary to provide 
psychosocial support for the victims of the Israeli violations. 

This report presents the following:

1. Most important achievements of the Legal Unit.

2. Most significant challenges facing the team of the Legal Unit. 

3. The activities and services conducted by the Legal Unit according to the strategic plan. 

4. Presenting the results of the work of the Legal Unit (documentation of Israeli violations). 



Achievements 
of Legal Unit
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Image1: The renovation work by settlers at the gas station in preparation of taking it over.

Image2: The floor of the station after removing the changes settlers placed on it.

Achievements

1. Remove the encroachments placed by the settlers on a Palestinian gas station (Al-Ja’bari Gas 
Station).
Through a petition to the Israeli Supreme Court, the Legal Unit has succeeded in evicting settlers 
from a gas station owned by the Palestinian Ahmad Sami al-Ja›abari. The court decision also 
demands a halt of work as settlers were renovating and tiling the station in an attempt to create 
facts on the ground. It is worth mentioning that the gas station is located on al-Shuhada Street that 
has been segregated — closed to Palestinians but not Jews — for 16 years.
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2. Eviction of settlers from a building located on al-Shuhada Street in the Old City of Hebron 
Based ona case filed by the owners of the property, with the help of the Legal Unit, the Jerusalem 
Magistrate›s Court issued a decision to evict settlers from the house of al-Dweik family located 
on al-Shuhada Street. The decision was made on January 2017 ,2 and the settlers were given 
sixty days from the date of the decision to leave the property. 
The al-Dweik building is adjacent to the Beit Hadassah (Ad-Daboya) settlement in a closed 
military area. Hence, the court decision to stop settlers from seizing the property has thwarted 
the settlers› scheme to annex the property to the settlement. It is worth noting that the targeted 
building is one of the significant historic buildings on al-Shuhada street in Hebron›s Old City and 
has always been a. 

Image3: Dweik building from which the settlers were removed on the basis
of the case submitted by the Legal Unit

3. Removal of construction residues in Khallet al Dab›a in the southern Hebron Hills
Based on the Legal Proceedings of the Legal Unit and following the Court›s decision to remove the 
dust and litter that the settlers had accumulated in the Palestinian citizens’ land. resulting from 
the settlers› attempt to construct a settlement road connecting the settlement of Ramat Mamra 
with the land of the Jaber family in the area of Khallet al-Dabi’, to the east of Hebron, the Legal 
Unit has succeeded in thwarting the construction of this road.
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The court decision was implemented on June 2017 ,1 and the Legal Unit followed up with the Israeli 
Civil Administration to ensure the removal of the leftovers. Indeed, bulldozers were seen in the 
area; they were loading the trucks with rubbish and construction residues and accumulating them 
on a road near the aforementioned settlement.

Image4: An Israeli bulldozer removing construction scrapings upon the issuance of the decision

Image5: The lawyer at the Legal Unit checking on the area
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4. Help release some detainees in the Hebron Old City
During 2017, the Legal Unit documented (97) cases of arrests among the citizens. The unit 
succeeded in following (55) cases until the release of the detainees. However, the remaining cases 
were referred to the relevant Palestinian official and civil authorities or were released after the 
investigation. 

  Image6: shows the Legal Unit›s lawyer, TawfiqJahshan, who follows up the arrest 
of Hebron Rehabilitation Committee workers as they were taken to the police station.

Image7: shows the occupation army breaking into the Salah Abu Rajab’s building and turning it into amilitary 
barracks.

5. Evacuation of the occupation army from Salah Aburjab›s Property The Legal Unit was able to evacuate 
the occupation army from the stores of Salah Abu Rajab through an objection submitted to the Israeli 
legal advisor against the military order to close the building and use it for military orders
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Image8: Shows the presence of the Israeli occupation army inside the Shweiki building and preventing its 
owner from entering it.

6. Submission of complaints to the United Nations special rapporteurs
The Legal Unit has processed numerous complaints for submission to the United Nations special 
rapporteurs. The Legal Unit  has made a complaint to the United Nations special rapporteurs, including 
the special rapporteur on human rights in the 1967 Palestinian occupied territories, the special 
rapporteur on cultural rights and the special rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Human rights 
council , in addition to the Division of Special Procedures of the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights (UNOHCHR).
The Legal Unit filed a complaint against the Israeli violations in the Ibrahimi Mosque (Tomb of 
Patriarchs), considered an extremely significant Islamic site in Palestine. The mosque, built around 
2000 years ago, is located at the heart of the Old City of Hebron. In addition, a complaint against the 
closures in the Wadi Al-Houssain area.
7.  Revealing Evacuation of the occupation army from a Palestinian building in the Old City of Hebron 
On July 2017 ,23, the Israeli occupation forces invaded the Shweiki building in Qaitoun neighborhood 
in the old city of Hebron and turned it into a military barracks. Later, the Legal Unit succeeded in 
evacuating the occupation army from this building by submitting an objection to the Israeli legal 
advisor, with the help of the building owner. It is noteworthy that the building is used as a warehouse 
and a glass manufacturing plant.
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8.  Evacuation of the occupation army from the house of a citizen in the Old City
The Legal Unit was able to evacuate the occupation army from the house of Yusuf Rifa’iya after they 
invaded it on 2017/7/29 and turned it into a military barracks. The Unit submitted an objection to the 
legal advisor against this violation indicating that the house is inhabited and that the army forces 
unjustly turned it into a military barracks. This move resulted in the evacuation of the house from 
the army on Thursday morning 2017/8/3, after destroying the contents of the house and turning it 
into a health hazard.

Image9: The old building inhabited by Yousef Rifai›ya, which was invaded by the occupation army

Image10: The waste left by the Israeli occupation army after invading the house

9. Removing the candlestick from the roof of the Ibrahimi Mosque.
On the basis of the legal proceedings pursued by the legal office of the Hebron Rehabilitation 
Committee in the Israeli courts, and in cooperation with the Directorate of Islamic Endowments in 
Hebron, a large candlestick erected by the Jewish settlers on 2017/12/13 was removed from the roof 
of the Ibrahimi Mosque. In fact, the existence of this candlestick is regarded as an attack on the Waqf 
rights and touches the feelings of Muslims everywhere.
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Image11: The candlestick erected by Jewish settlers on the roof of the Ibrahimi Mosque
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Violations of human rights 2017:
During 453) ,2017) violation cases were committed by Israeli occupation forces and settlers against 
the Palestinian citizens of the Old City and their private and public properties. Each violation case has 
different violation patterns. And so, (617) violation incidents were committed by Israeli occupation 
forces and settlers against the Palestinian citizens and their properties in the areas adjacent to Israeli 
settlement outposts. The charts below show the violations documents by the Legal Unit in numbers. 
The reports released by the Legal Unit show that the majority of the human rights violations committed 
during 2017 were committed by Israeli occupation army and settlers rather than by Israeli settlers as 
shown in chart (1). Some violations are jointly committed by Israeli occupation soldiers and settlers.
During 2017, Israeli occupation forces committed (318) violations, %70 of the total rate of violations 
committed. 
While the number of violations committed by Israeli settlers against Palestinian citizens and their 
property during 2017 was (%14 ,(62 of the total rate of the violations committed during the same 
period,  Israeli occupation forces and settlers jointly committed (73) violations, %16. 

Chart (1): violations committed by Israeli occupation army and settlers during 2017.

Violations’ Report 2017
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Violation Incident: an assault occurred in a definite place and time, resulting in more than one violation 
of the rights of the citizens and their public and private property.
Violation: It is an act of violation and causes damage to a certain category.

 Classification of violations by the targeted group

• Violations against people (men, women, children) as individuals and groups (319 violations).
• Violations against private properties (stores, houses and lands belonging to individuals 
(118violations). 
• Violations against  public properties (streets, roads, public gardens, schools and religious sites 
(180violations).  
The violations against people (individuals or groups) outnumber violations against public and private 
properties as shown in the following report: 

Table (2B) shows the percentage of the type of violations by targeted group: 
• Violations against people (%52). 
• Violations against private property (%19).
• Violations against public property (%29). 

Table (2A): violations by Israeli occupation army and settlers against citizens and property in 2017.

Chart (2B): percentage of assaults committed by the 
Israeli occupation army and settlers against the people 
and their public and private properties in 2017. 
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1. Assaults against citizens: 
The assaults committed by the Israeli occupation against the citizens of the Old City of Hebron 
are divided into two patterns of violations:
- Collective violations: violations committed by the Israeli occupation army or settlers against 
a group of citizens, involving assaults on peaceful marches, denying prayers’ access to the 
Holy Ibrahimi Compound and firing live ammunition and gas canisters against citizens. The 
groups of citizens targeted by these violations include children, especially school students, 
men and women. Due to the difficult conditions surrounding the documentation process, it 
was difficult to figure out the number of the affected of each category.
- Individual violations:violations committed by the Israeli occupation army or settlers against 
people individually as men, women and children. The staff of the Legal Unit of HRC was able 
to document these violations. 
The violations committed by the Israeli occupation army and settlers against the targeted 
categories of the population (children, women, men) during 2017 are as follows: 
• Assaults on children:these violations directly involved (68) children, (%36) of the total number 
of the individuals subjected to assaults.
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• Assaults on women:these violations directly involved (29) women and girls, 16 %of the total number 
of the individuals subjected to assaults.

17
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• Assaults on men: these violations directly involved (91) men, %48 of the total number of the 
individuals subjected to assaults.
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• Legal follow-up of detention cases:

Chart (3): The percentage of assaults committed against citizens
 by the targeted category during 2017. 

Detentions in the Old City
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- Israeli occupation army detention campaigns against Palestinian citizens in the Old City or its visitors 
under illusive pretexts aimed at expelling and intimidating them. most of detention cases are conducted 
at the electronic gates and military checkpoints erected at the entrances of the Old City and Ibrahimi 
Compound. In 2017, the Legal Unit documented (96) detention cases and secured the release of (55) 
of them. the rest of the cases were referred to formal and informal competent Palestinian authorities. 
some of them were released after they were interrogated by Israeli occupation police.  

The detainees were distributed by sex and age category as follows:  

- (44) children, (%46) of the detainees.
- (41) men, (%43) of the detainees.
- (11) women, (%11) of the detainees. 

Chart (4): It clarifies the size and percentage of assaults against the Palestinian citizens by targeted group in 2017. 
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2. Assaults on private property: 

They include assaults on the private property of the Palestinian citizens such as houses, lands, cars 
and stores. The Israeli occupation carried out (118) assaults against citizens’ private property.  

21
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3. Assaults on public property:
They include assaults on public property in the Old City, especially religious places, streets, public 
squares and schools. 
Israeli occupation army and settlers carried out (180) assaults against public property in the Old City 
distributed as follows: 
- (121) assaults on streets and public squares, (%67) of the total number of assaults against public 
property. 
- (16) assaults on schools, %9 of the total number of assaults against public property.
- (43) assaults on religious places, %24of the total number of assaults against public property.
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Chart (5) shows the size and percentage of the assaults committed by Israeli occupation 
and settlers against the public property in 2017. 

Table (6): It shows how often call for prayer was prohibited in the Ibrahimi Mosque in 2017. 

Assault on Ibrahimi Mosque and Prevention of Calling for Prayer:

Israeli occupation prevented call for prayer in Ibrahimi Mosque (646) times in 2017. The following 
chart shows how often call for prayer was prevented during 2017. 
It is worth mentioning that the Ibrahimi Compound is still subjet to Israeli occupation. It was 
illegally and arbitrarily divided in the aftermath of the heinous pogrom committed by an Israeki 
settler who killed and injured dozens of Palestinians during dawn prayers in Ramadan in 1994 
to take over the mosque and turn it into a synagogue. 
Israelioccupation and settlers continued their daily violations against this significant shrine and its 
visitors. Israeli military checkpoints are stationed at it entrances and around it to impede peoples› 
access to it.  
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• Holding Talmudic activities in the Ibrahimi Mosque and in its yards and courts.
• Celebrating the Passover 
• Celebrating Purim.
• Preventing young people of both sexes from entering the Ibrahimi Mosque by identifying the 
ages of those entitled to enter through tight procedures such as clamping down on some them 
and detaining others. .
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2017 Violations
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Charts of Monthly Reports on Israeli Violations 2017

The Legal Unit of HRC documents Israeli violations and publish them on its electronic website on 
daily basis.
It also writes monthly reports that consist of daily reports of the daily violations. It translates them 
into English and shares them with local and international human rights organizations. 

1     Violations report of January:

Annual Charts of Monthly Reports on Israeli Violations 2017 
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the first month of 32) 2017) violations in (27) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (16) against citizens, (8) against public property, 
and (8) against private property.

Table (6): It shows how often call for prayer was prohibited in the Ibrahimi Mosque in 2017. 
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2      Violations report of February
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Table (8): shows violations of human rights committed during February 2017

Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the second   month of 43) 2017) violations 
in (29) incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (24) against citizens, (12) against public 
property, and (7) against private property.
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3      Violations report of March:
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the third  month of 53) 2017) violations in (40) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (28) against citizens, (16) against public property, 
and (9) against private property.

Table (9): shows violations of human rights committed during March 2017
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4   3Violations report of April:
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the fourth   month of 52) 2017) violations 
in (38) incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (22) against citizens, (18) against public 
property, and (12) against private property.

Table (10): shows violations of human rights committed during April 2017
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5     Violations report of May:
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the fifth   month of 37) 2017) violations in (53) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (31) against citizens, (14) against public property, 
and (8) against private property.

Table (11): shows violations of human rights committed during May 2017
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6     Violations report of June:
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the sixth month of 26) 2017) violations in (29) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (22) against citizens, (2) against public property, 
and (5) against private property.

Table (12): shows violations of human rights committed during June 2017
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7     Violations report of July:
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Table (13): shows violations of human rights committed during July 2017

Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the seventh month of 64)  2017) 
violations in (47) incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (34) against citizens, 
(17) against public property, and (13) against private property.
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8     Violations report of August :
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the 8thmonth of 67) 2017) violations in (48) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (32) against citizens, (16) against public property, 
and (19) against private property.

Table (13): shows violations of human rights committed during July 2017
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9     Violations report of September :
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the ninth month of 57) 2017) violations in (43) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (35) against citizens, (17) against public property, 
and (57) against private property.

Table (13): shows violations of human rights committed during July 2017
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9     Violations report of October :
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the ninth month of 59) 2017) violations in (44) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (27) against citizens, (21) against public property, 
and (11) against private property.

Table (16): shows violations of human rights committed during October 2017
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9     Violations report of November :
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the ninth month of 46) 2017) violations in (36) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (21) against citizens, (16) against public property, 
and (9) against private property.

Table (17): shows violations of human rights committed during November 2017 
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9     Violations report of November :
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Israeli occupation forces and settlers committed during the ninth month of 62) 2017) violations in (38) 
incidents. These violations were divided as follows: (27) against citizens, (23) against public property, 
and (12) against private property.

Table (17): shows violations of human rights committed during November 2017 
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